Greetings Representatives,

My name is Michael McDonald and I am an advocate for Family law reform. I work with: Reformingfamilycourts, Restoring Freedom, FCLU, Veterans in Politics international, AFP, and a few more. I Implore each of you to please support H.J. Res 121 (Bill For Equal Parenting, Equal access to Children), That is being brought before Congress soon.

This Bill is of paramount Importance and should be implemented both Federally and statewide, Would also Like to see the 28th Amendment to equal parenting passed. As there are over 23 Million, Children being alienated from one of their own biological parents. Under Article 5 of the Constitution, When so many people are being affected, We can request an amendment. The right to parent Equally should be an Inalienable right, and a high set standard should be in place, as to what can strip a loving parent from their own children (Gross Physical/Sexual abuse, and in most cases lay a plan to remediate so they can see their kids). Currently The Family court system Incentives the destruction of the family unit and strips Good, Fit, Willing, and able parents from their own children.
I ask that each one of you please watch the documentary **Divorce Corp** on Netflix/Youtube, in it, you will see what is going on in family court and how to change it. Also how other Countries have already solved this pressing issue, 70% of Family law cases never go to trial cause Joint Physical Custody is a Set standard, and Child Support is Set at a flat rate, based on the national average cost to raise a child ( $200-300 per kid)! Family Court is a 50 Billion dollar industry!

Please Repeal Title 42 Sec 666, and Title 4D-E Child Support Enforcement, This is one of the root causes for so much of the Fighting. The current laws reward the splitting of parents for a matching program! The current laws are putting undue hardships on the American people and taking away licenses, passports, and throwing people in a debtors prison for non-payment, of child support and thus causing the deadbeat Parent stigma, as many cannot afford outrageous payments that are awarded, and they end up losing their jobs. We need to Bolster parental involvement not enforcement of child support! The laws have not been changed since the 1950's when women stayed home and took care of the children. No these days both parents should be able to provide for their children equally. I would even propose that we eliminate child support unless the parent is not involved!

Please Read the attached Expert Reports and studies on Joint Physical custody, and Child support. The effect Parental Alienation/Pathogenic parenting is having on our society, as I and many other experts Believe that the current Family laws, and the stripping of Good, fit, willing, and able parents are the root cause of so many social issues (Anxiety, Depression, Mental Illness, Criminal history, Drug use, Alcoholism, Teen Pregnancy, sex trafficking). 

In conclusion, a loving Parent that wants to be in their children's lives should be able to! We the people should have an inalienable and protected right to do so!

Thank you for your attention to this matter!
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